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ABSTRACT
That leucite transforms from a tetragonal to a cubic polymorph with increasing temperature has been acceptedfor nearly a century, but the precise nature ofthis transition
has provoked some disagreement.X-ray difraction experiments suggestthat leucite inverts directly from space group l4r/ato la3d; however, two distinct absorption events
appearin most calorimetric experiments,raising the possibility that leucite passesthrough
an intermediate phase with space group l4r/acd. In this paper, the evidence for both
hypothesesis reviewed in detail.
Further, the transition betweenlow and high leucite was examined in situ during heating
experiments with a transmission electron microscope. Dark-field imaging with the 420
diffracted beam revealed pseudomerohedraland merohedral twin types in the low-temperature polymorph, and with increasing temperature the contrast among both sets of
twins steadily diminished. The transition temperature Z" was deduced from the merging
of split spots in selectedarea electron-difraction patterns, indicating an equivalencein the
lengths of a and c. Merohedral twins could not be discernedabove ?"",whereasthe pseudomerohedral twin boundariesdefinitely could be distinguished above the transition temperature.
We conclude that leucite can indeed occur as a distinct intermediate phasewith space
group 14,/acdthat is metrically but not symmetrically cubic within the error of our measurements.The failure of leucite to transform directly to a cubic structure may be related
to AVSi ordering. Further, the observation that leucite remains tetragonalabove the nominal transition temperature explains the memory efect long associatedwith leucite.
cite is a derivative of no known silica polymorph, and,
like all other feldspathoids, its affinity with feldspars is
not structural but chemical. Efforts to discern the crystal
system of the low-temperature phase date to the early
lgth century, but it was not until 1890 that Charles and
GeorgesFriedel, using optical evidence, identified it as
tetragonal (seeWyart, 1938, for details). The first rigorous X-ray structure refinement of low leucite was carried
out as recentlyas 1976 by Mazzi et al.
Attempts to refine low leucite are complicated by its
two distinct twin types, which are pervasive and occur
on a submicrometer scale.To circumvent this problem,
crystallographersinitially focused on the higher-temperature cubic phase, which seemedfree of twin domains.
In so doing, however, new questions emergedregarding
the transformation from one phaseto the other. Several
observers,for example, noted that upon cycling leucite
crystals about the critical temperature, a memory of the
positions of the twin boundaries and twin volumes was
somehowretained(Wyart, 1938;Peacor,1968).Furthermore, although the transition originally was thought to
involve only tetrahedral tilting, some researchershave
invoked AllSi ordering (Grtigel et al., 1984), intertunnel
* Presentaddress:Department of Mineral Sciences,NHB I 19, migration of K* cations (Riischer et a1., 1987), and even
a separateintermediate phase(Faust, 1963; Lange et al.,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560, U.S.A.

INrnonucrroN
Leucite (KAlSirO6) is not commonly found in nature.
As a feldspathoid, it is restricted to rocks that are deficient in silica but enriched in alkalis, and its tolerancefor
Na decreasesmarkedly with increasesin P"ro; even slightly sodic crystals will revert upon cooling to pseudo-leucite, a mixture of nepheline and orthoclase.Consequently, leucites occur either in sodium-poor phonolites and
trachytesor in mafic extrusivesquenchedfrom high temperatures. Nevertheless, leucite localities are scattered
acrossthe world, and most rocks composedof nepheline
and orthoclase contained leucite at some point during
their cooling histories (Fudali, 1963). Despite leucite's
scarcity,then, a full understandingof its crystal chemistry
can be helpful in extracting the complete crystallization
chronology of many alkalic rocks. Furthermore, the intricacies ofthe phasetransformation experiencedby leucite may provide important insights into the generaltransition behavior of rock-forming silicates.
The compositional simplicity of leucite belies its real
structural complexity. Its formula notwithstanding, leu-
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1986) to explain the inversion from cubic to tetragonal
symmetry.
Inasmuch as any of theseprocessesmight bear on the
formation and location of the two types of twin domains,
it seemedprobable that direct observationof the domains
themselveswould reveal the operativemechanisms.Since
these domains are so small and since one twin type is
visible only under special imaging conditions, the transmission electron microscope(rervr)was deemedthe ideal
instrument for observing this phase transition (Heaney
and Veblen, 1988).
ExppnrrrnNr,ql,
The specimensemployed in this study were kindly supplied by the U.S. National Museum (samplesBl87ll,
818734, 96430) and by the Harvard Mineralogical Museum (sample 15126). All leucite crystals occurred as
phenocrystsin phonolitic lavasin Italy. SamplesBl87l I
and B I 8734are from Lake Latium; sample96430is from
Villa Senni near Grotta Ferrat in the Alban Hills; and
sample 15126is from Mt. Vesuvius.Each specimendisplayed to various degreesthe trapezohedralmorphology
that is pseudomorphic after the high-temperaturephase.
The crystals were translucent and averagedabout I cm
in diameter.
Specimenswere prepared from petrographic thin sections cut normal to one of the pseudocubica axes; they
were thinned further by argon-ion milling and coated
lightly with amorphous carbon. Electron microscopy was
performed with a Philips 420 microscopeequipped with
T or ST objectivelensesand operatedat 120 keV. A 50pm objective aperture was used for Hnrrrrl experiments.
Heating experimentswere carried out with a Gatan Model 628 single-tilt heating holder. Unsupported foils of
3-mm diameter were heatedby an annular-tantalum furnace,which warmed in responseto increasesin electrical
current through a molybdenum-strip heater. Specimen
temperaturescould not be measureddirectly, but furnace
temperatureswere registeredby a platinum-l3o/o rhodium thermocouple spot welded to the furnace body. The
furnace was heated to the leucite transition temperature
at a rate of about 5 'per min and allowed to stabilize for
I h before observationswere begun.

Fig. 1. The lower half of the unit cell of low leuciteviewed
downthe c axis.(Reprintedfrom Papike,1988.)

garding high leucite.) The unit-cell parametersof tetragonal leucite(afterMazziet al.) are a: 13.09(l) A and c:
13.75(l) A at room temperature,whereasin cubic leucite
a lengthensand c shortensto 13.536A at 690'C (after
Taylor and Henderson, 1968). The structure itself (Fig.
l) consistsofcorner-sharingtetrahedrathat reticulateinto
four-membered rings normal to the c axis and six-membered rings normal to [1] l]. These rings in turn frame
large cavities that contain K cations in l2-fold coordination; cavities are interconnectedby tunnels through the
six-memberedrings along [1 I l].
AllSi order in leucite

The distribution of Al and Si among the tetrahedral
sites in leucite is somewhat uncertain. The high-temperature space group la3d requires that all tetrahedral sites
correspond to the same equipoint; thus, Al and Si must
be completely disordered if those sites are to be symmetrically equivalent and high leucite is to be strictly
cubic. On the other hand, the low-temperature space
Pnnvrous woRK
groups l4r/a and l4r/acd allow for three distinct tetraCrystallography
hedral sites, so Al/Si order is possible but not necessary.
Using X-ray diffraction techniques,Wyart ( 1938; 1940)
X-ray diffraction experiments have not demonstrated
first proposedthat the inversion from high to low leucite tetrahedral order in either the high- or the low-temperaentails a changein spacegroup from la3d to l4r/a. With ture phase.Wyart (1938) and Peacor(1968)detectedno
the aid of an earlier structure determination of the to- AllSi order in high leucite, andMazzi et al. (1976) dispologically identical mineral analcime (NaAlSirOu.HrO) cerned no order in low leucite. Likewise, two magic-anby Taylor in 1930, Wyart also determined unit-cell pa- gle-spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS/NMR)
rametersand atomic coordinatesfor high leucite, and he studies based on t'??rAl
failed to distinguish intensity difsuggestedvalues for the low-temperature polymorph.
ferencesamong the spectral peaks corresponding to the
Subsequentrefinementsgenerallyhave been consistent three tetrahedral sites in low leucite, suggestingcomplete
with Wyart's model. (SeeN6ray-Szabo, 1942, andMazzi disorder over those sites(Phillips and Kirkpatrick, 1986;
et aI., 1976,regardinglow leucite;and Peacor,1968,re- Brown et al.. 1987).
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Other analytical techniques,however, contradict these
results. Neutron powder-diffraction studies and a Rietveld refinement "clearly revealeda partial Si-Al ordering
of the starting material at room temperature, which becomes complete after heat treatment at higher temperatures and totally disordered again in the cubic phase"
(Grogelet al., 1984).In addition, two MAS/NMR experiments using tzel5ldetected short-rangeorder among the
three sitesof low leucite (Brown et al., 1987; Murdoch et
al., 1988),thoughthe Si-Al distributionsproposedby the
two studies are different. Brown et al. determined the
valuesg, : 0.56,gr: 0.36,and g, : 0.08,whereasMurdoch et al. obtainedthe valuesgl : 0.39, g, : 0.16, and
g : 0.42, where g, representsthe fraction of the i'h tetrahedral site occupiedby A1. In perfectly disordered stoichiometricleucite,h: gz: g. : 0.33.
Therefore, a review ofthe literature suggeststhat high
Ieucite is disordered with respect to Al and Si, whereas
order in low leucite remains unresolved.It should be noted, however, that ordering in leucite depends upon the
nature of the transformation between the tetragonal and
the cubic phases.If, for example, this transition is rapid
and displacive, then it is unreasonableby analogy with
feldspars(Yund and Tullis, 1980) to expect the tetrahedral cations to transform instantaneouslyfrom partial or
complete order to total disorder, especiallygiven the relatively low temperature of the leucite transition.

of two distinct sets of symmetry elements: a threefold
rotation axis along I I l]; and a d-glideplane along (1 10).
With the loss of the threefold rotation the crystal system
inverts from cubic to tetragonal, and the spacegroup la3d
to the subgroup 14,/acd.When the (l l0) glide
degenerates
in turn to its subgroup
plane vanishes,I4r/acd degenerates
I4r/a. Thts, the existence of an intermediate phase in
leucite with space group 14,/acdwould require that the
threefold rotation axis be lost at a separate,higher temperature than the temperature at which the d-glide plane
disappears.Conversely, the absenceof an intermediate
phase implies a simultaneous disappearanceof the two
symmetry elements.
The loss of each symmetry element produces twins.
The twin domains associatedwith the loss of the threefold rotation share one a axis, but the other a axis and
the c axis are interchanged.Becausethe lengths ofa and
c are nearly identical in low leucite, these twins approximate merohedrism and are denoted as pseudomerohedral (Mazzi et al., 1916). On the other hand, the twins
produced by the loss of the (l l0) d-glide plane are truly
merohedral, since the positions of the a' and a, axes are
interchangedwhile the c axis is unmoved.

Experiments involving the transformation
Much effort has been expendedto determine whether
or not the leucite transition is rigorously displacive, as
defined by Buerger (1951). Does the high-temperature
The transition betweenlow and high leucite
structure with symmetry la3d invert to the l4r/a polyPolyhedral tilting. At some temperature between 600 morph at a single temperature through a processthat is
.C and 750'C, dependingupon the sample,high leucite rapid, reversible,and thermodynamically second-order?
inverts to a lower-symmetry polymorph. Taylor and
Singlecrystal X-ray experimentsby Wyart (1938), PeaHenderson (1968) describethe transformation as one in- cor (1968), and Sadanagaand Ozawa (1968) reveal no
duced primarily by the gradual collapseof the tetrahedral hysteresisabout the critical temperature and no temperframework about the cavity containing the K cation; at ature at which the cubic and tetragonal phasescoexist.
the transition itself some critical symmetry-breakingpoint These researchersalso found that the approach towards
is reached.The distortion of this cavity is marked indeed; equivalencein the lengths ofa and c as leucite is heated
in high leucite,K is coordinatedto six O at 3.35 A and (such that the ratio c/a approachesunity) is gradual and
six O at 3.54 A (Peacor,1968),whereasin low leucite continuous.The point at which c/a: I coincidesexactly
thesebond lengthschangeto 3.0 A and 3.5-3.8 A(tvtazzi with the appearanceof a diamond glide, as denoted by
et aI., 1976).
the disappearanceofthe ftkO diffractions in which either
Propping open the tetrahedral framework by artificial h or kis odd. In addition, Peacorplotted the variation of
means therefore should increasethe stability field of the intensity of the 404 reflection with temperature and obcubic phase,and in fact substitution oflarger alkali ions servedno discontinuities up to 80 "C above the transition
in the cavity siteslowers the transition temperature(Tay- temperature.Measurementsof enthalpy(Pankratz,1968)
lor and Henderson, 1968; Martin and Lagache, 1975; and of unit-cell volume (Taylor and Henderson, 1968)
Hirao et al., 1976). The inversion for RbAlSirOu occurs also suggestthat the transition is second-order.
Nevertheless,other experiments support the interpreat 3 l0 'C, and syntheticCsAlSirOuis cubic at room temperature(Taylor and Henderson,I 968). Henderson( I 98 I ) tation that an intermediate phase is stable between the
also observesthat shrinkageof the tetrahedral framework low and high polymorphs. Faust (1963) examined nine
is analogousto substitutions oflarger alkali cations. Ex- natural and four synthetic leucitesby differential thermal
cessSi in the tetrahedral sites ofleucite results in a con- analysis (DTA), and he observed two absorption events
traction of the framework and a decreasein the transition associatedwith the transition, the flrst slightly more intemperature, since Sia* is smaller than Al3'. In leucites tensethan the second.Theseeventsare separatedby about
with an Si/Al ratio of 2.35, the critical point is lowered 25 'C and also occur on cooling with no hysteresis.Similarly, Lange et al. (1986) measuredheat capacitiesof
by 80' (Henderson,l98l).
Twin formation. The transformation from the cubic synthetic and natural leucite by differential scanningcalspacegroup la3dto the tetragonall4r/ainvolves the loss orimetry @SC) and detectedtwo peaksaround the tran-
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sition temperature. Unlike Faust, however, Lange et al.
observed a window of 82 'C to 176 oC over which the
transition takes place, and they also perceived a hysteresis of about l0 "C between heating and cooling cycles.
Both Faust and Lange et al. noted that the behavior of
the iron analogueof leucite (KFeSirOu)directly contrasts
with that of the aluminum end-member and exhibits a
single absorprion peak at the transition.
Taylor and Henderson(1968) studiedthe thermal expansion of leucite and its alkali derivatives and found
that changesin unit-cell volume with respectto temperature in synthetic Rb- and Cs-substitutedequivalents of
leucite occur in three distinct stages.These researchers
suggestthat the inversion to cubic symmetry takes place
at the end ofthe first stageand that full expansionofthe
tetrahedral framework is attained by the end of the second. However, the occurrenceof an intermediate expansion rate in synthetic potassium leucite was questionable
and clearly was absent in natural leucite. These results
and interpretations generallywere confirmed by Hirao et
al. (1976), who extended the study to potassium, rubidium, and cesium-ferrileucite, which also exhibit three
stagesof thermalexpansion.
In addition, Martin and Lagache(1975) measuredthe
changein unit-cell parameterswith increasingtemperature in the alkali leucite system via X-ray powder diffraction, and they observedan actual coexistenceofcubic
and tetragonalphasesnear the transition points ofphases
in the solid solution series (K,Cs)AlSirO. and
(Rb,Cs)AlSirOr.Similarly, Henderson(1981)examineda
suite of synthetic and natural silica-rich leucite by X-ray
powder diffraction methods, and he detectedthe appearance ofa faint peak betweenthe 400 and 004 reflections,
120'C below the transition temperature.As I. was approached,the faint peak grew more intenseat the expense
of its neighbors, which became less intense and merged
into this central peak at 600 .C. Like Martin and Lagache
in their work with the alkali leucites,Henderson noted a
slight volume discontinuity of about l0lobetweenthe coexisting phases;therefore the transitions in thesesystems
technically are first-order. It should be noted, however,
that Henderson also investigated K end-member leucite
and observedno coexistenceofphasesand no hysteresis
in the inversion temperature.
Lastly, the dc-conductivity of leucite was studied by
Riischer et al. (1987) and revealed three distinct stages.
During heating,the activation energywas nearly constant
until the transition temperaiure was reached, at which
point a steep increasein conductivity was registered.A
much lower activation energy was exhibited after transformation to the cubic phase.
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need to bel introduced to complete the high-temperature
structure, such as migration of ions or vacancies from
domain boundaries."Faust (1963) favoredan order-disorder relationship involving Al and Si, as occursin alkali
feldspars,and he rationalized the DTA data in terms of
the sluggishnessof diffusion among tetrahedral cations.
Griigel et al. (1984) also statethat Al-Si ordering controls
the transition and that an intermediate phasewith space
group14r/acdoccurs.Riischeret al. (1987)take the presence of an 14,/acdpolymorph for granted and argue that
diffusion of K* cations plays a prominent role.
Henderson(1981) concludesthat, for silica-rich leucites at least, both the tetragonal and the cubic phases
participate in an intermediate structure through a martensitic-like process.According to this model, as leucite
approachesthe transition temperature, emerging nuclei
of cubic leucite are enveloped by the parent tetragonal
leucite, and a quasi-equilibrium in the strain energy between the two lattices stabilizesthe two-phase structure.
Such nuclei enlarge with increasing temperature until
eventually the entire crystal is transformed. Lange et al.
(1986) present arguments for both a martensitic transition and for an intermediate phase with space group
I4r/acd; however,it would seemdifrcult to reconcilethese
two possibilities if the martensitic transition involves the
coexistenceof tetragonal and cubic phases with space
groups I4r/a and la3d.
Finally, Martin and Lagache (1975) suggestthat for
leucite solid solutions, two phases of slightly different
compositions may exist over the transformation interval.
One phasewould be cubic and the other tetragonal, but
both solids would be stable,generatinga two-phaseloop
in a T-X diagram of the binary system. Supporting this
contention is the probability that alkali cations will not
be partitioned equally betweentetragonal and cubic unit
cells having different volumes and that analogiesexist in
the nepheline-kalsilitesystem.Thus, it would seemfrom
this model that only stoichiometric end-member leucite
will transform in a purely displacive manner.
The memory effect

The transformation between high and low leucite also
is characterizedby the occurrenceof a memory with regard to the positions of the pseudomerohedral twin
boundariesafter a heatingand cooling cycle.Wyart (1938)
observedthis phenomenon optically when he mounted a
specimen in a petrographic microscope and heated it
above the transition temperature.Differencesin birefringencebetweenthe two twin orientations disappeared,but
upon quenchingthe specimenthe twin lamellae returned
to their original locations. Similarly, Lee and Peacor(personal communication, 1983) observedthat, after heating
Interpretations of the transition mechanism
leucite specimensabove Z" outside the electron microMany hypotheseshave been proposed to explain the scope,the pseudomerohedraltwin domains returned to
peculiarities that attend the leucite transition. Sadanaga their original orientations and the boundary positions were
and Ozawa (1968) view the transition as classicallydis- approximalelyrepeated.
placive; they assert that the second trough in the DTA
Peacor(1968) likewise observeda memory effect using
spectraarisesmerely from "certain minute changes[that X-ray difraction. Weissenbergphotographs were taken
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Fig. 3. A dark-fieldelectronmicrographusingonediffracted
twinsappear
beamfrom a splitpair,g : 400'Pseudomerohedral
asalternatinglight and dark bands.
domerohedraltwins can be distinguishedwith the optical
microscope,sinceneighboringdomains will not go to extinction simultaneously.Further, the juxtaposition of these
tilted lattices is manifestedin X-ray and electron diffraction photographsby the splitting ofdiffractions (Fig. 2).
Although pseudomerohedraltwins can be imaged with
before and after two leucite crystalswere heated to 80 'C the reu via bright-field electron microscopy (Amelinckx
above the transition temperature and then quenched.In and Van Landuyt, 1976),dark-field microscopyreveals
each case, the second photograph duplicated the first. the pseudomerohedraldomain structure somewhatmore
Peacor inferred from these results that the relative vol- clearly. By forming an image with only one of the difumes of each twin type remained the same.Further, Sa- fracted beams from a split pair, the two orientations apdanagaand Ozawa (1968) observedno changein the ori- pear as light and dark regions. From Figure 3 it can be
entation of the crystallographicaxes during their heating seenthat thesetwins occur as broad sheetslessthan 0.5
experiments. Lastly, Mazzi et al. (1976) studied a set of pm thick. The boundaries appear as planar, parallel surdiffractionsarising from the three pseudomerohedraltwin faces,and the alternation of domains can be remarkably
orientations in crystalssubjectedto severaldifferent heat periodic. Using X-ray precessionmethods, Sadanagaand
Ozawa(1968) suggestedthat the twin boundarieslie along
treatments; in each case, they detected no variation in
intensities among the diffractions recordedbefore and af- the {101} planes,and their conclusionis confirmed by
the direction ofthe unsplit row in the electron diffraction
ter heating.
photograph of Figure 2 and by the orientation observed
Tnrs wonx
in revr images.
Merohedral twins, however, cannot be observed with
In light of the questions surrounding the transformation in leucite, we concluded that direct observation of a petrographic microscope,but they can be imaged with
the pseudomerohedraland the merohedral twins at the an electron microscope.In fact, merohedral twin boundtransition point might provide some critical insights into aries can be seen in the micrographs of Amelinckx and
the reaction mechanism. To this end we imaged the two Van Landult (1976) but were called antiphase boundtwin types in specimenscut from singlecrystalsof leucite aries. The proper imaging technique is outlined in an
elecwith the transmissionelectronmicroscopeand heatedthe abstractby Riischeret al. (1987).In a selected-area
tron-diffraction pattern taken across merohedral twin
samplesin situ.
boundaries,the hkl ditrractedspot ofone twin orientation
Imaging the twin domains
will be superimposedor khl of the other. By forming a
Adjacent pseudomerohedraltwins in low leucite share dark-field image from a difracted beam with structure
one a axis, and the other a axis and c are interchanged. factors F(hkt) afi F(khl) rhat differ markedly, adjacent
Becausethe lengths ofa and c in low leucite are not ex- merohedral twin domains will contrast strongly.
It can be seenfrom Table I that distinct contrast can
actly identical, the lattices of adjacent domains are rotated slightly with respectto each other. As a result, pseu- be obtained from the 420 diffractions when the merohe-

patterntakenof
Fig. 2. A selected-area
electron-diffraction
adjacentpseudomerohedral
twin domains,herelabeledA and
B. Spotsplittingresultsfrom the unequallengthsof a andc, and
the reciprocalspacedirectionof the unsplitrow [101]*reveals
thetwin planeas(101).
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TlaLe 1. Selected structure factors for low leucite
(hkt)

I F.l

420
240
042:402
024:204

397.4
130.3
v5.J
vb.b

Note.'FromMazziet al., 1976.

dral twins are contained within pseudomerohedraldomains in which c is normal to the film (i.e., I :0) and
the image is formed from overlapping 420 and 240 spots.
Conversely, when c is in the plane of the specimen,the
contrast among the merohedral twins is virtually zero.
Thus, the 420 spots simultaneously reveal merohedral
twin shapesand pseudomerohedralboundaries.
It is apparent from Figure 4 that the merohedral twin
boundaries are conspicuouslycurved, unlike their pseudomerohedral counterparts. The starkly different shapes
of the two twin types may be explained by considering
elastic strain energies.Structural misfit at the pseudomerohedral boundaries will give rise to strain along the
boundary if it is a coherent interface. In fact, at the interfaceitself the atoms may assumethe high leucite configuration, just as the atoms in the regions separatingthe
Dauphin6 twins of low qsartz may take on the high quartz
arrangement(Liebauand Bdhm, 1982).The resultinginterfacial strain energycan be minimized by reducing the
area of the interface and by placing the interface in an
exact lattice-fit orientation; flat surfaces oriented along
{l0l} result. On the other hand, no lattice misfit occurs
at the merohedral twin boundaries, regardlessof their
orientation. Thus, these surfacesare irregular, arcuate,
and strain-free.A rigorous analysisofvariations in pseudomerohedral twin orientations resulting from spontaneous strain due to the phase transition is presentedby
Palmer et al. 0988).
The behavior of the merohedral domain walls as they
meet the pseudomerohedralboundarieshasbeena source
of somedisagreement.WhereasAmelinckx and Van Landuyt (1976)and Palmeret al. (1988)claim that the merohedral walls transect the pseudomerohedral interfaces,
Riischeret al. (1987)imply that the merohedraltwins are
encagedin a pseudomerohedralprison. Our bright-field
imagesusing only the primary beam have shown unambiguouslythat the merohedralboundariescan indeedcross
the pseudomerohedral walls without intemrption (Fig.
5A). High-resolution images(Fig. 58) confirmed this observation, and they also demonstrated the complete coherency of the lattices across both types of boundaries
(Fig. 5C). It should be noted that in some micrographs
the merohedral twin boundaries appear to terminate at
their junction with the pseudomerohedraltwin boundaries. However, the axial transformations involved at the
twin domain intersections imply that such merohedral
twin boundaries must actually follow along one limb of
the pseudomerohedraltwin interfaces;they cannot simply disappear.

Fig. 4. (A) A dark-fieldmicrographusingthe 420 diffracted
beam.Merohedraltwins occuras irregularlyshapeddomains
within onesetof pseudomerohedral
twin domains.(B) At temperaturesof approximately500 oC,contrastamongthe pseudomerohedral
twinsdiminishes,revealingthe merohedraltwins
moredistinctly.

In situ heating experiments
Existenceof an intermediate phase.Before the heating
experimentswere begun,the leucite crystalsstudied were
replete with both pseudomerohedral and merohedral
twins, as revealed not only through rerra images but
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Fig. 5. (A) A brieht-fieldimageusingonly theprimarybeam
revealsthat merohedraltwin boundariestransectpseudomero(B) A high-resolution
imageof the interhedraltwin interfaces.
(P)boundaries.
(M) andpseudomerohedral
sectionof merohedral
(C)An enlargement
of theareawithin thebox in thelowerrighthandcornerof 5G).

through electron diffraction patterns as well. The presenceof pseudomerohedraltwins was ascertainedfrom the
splitting of diffractions in snno patterns, and merohedral
twins were evident in reciprocal space through the occurrence of hl{ spots where either h or k is odd; a transition to a polymorph of higher symmetry would require
the introduction of a diamond glide, causingthose reflections and the twins to disappear. Although diffractions
forbidden by glide planes commonly are introduced in
electron-diffraction patterns through dynamical interactions with higher-orderLaue zones,this phenomenonwas
nol observedin our zone-axispatterns.

Sampleswereobservedalongtwo zoneaxes:{001} and
{ I l3}. As the foils were heated,the angle of splitting between reciprocal lattice vectors that are equivalent in the
cubic phase decreasedgradually and continuously. The
rario c/a can be computed from this splitting angle, and
the shape of the plot of c/c versus temperature (Fig. 6)
closely resemblesthose obtained from X-ray diffraction
by Wyart (1938),Sadanagaand Ozawa (1968),and Peacor (1968).Over the first severalhundred'C, the splitting
angledecreasedslowly but steadily,but at -200 "C below
the transition temperature the slope steepenedsharply.
As the spots converged,the ftkO diffractions with ft or k
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odd becameperceptibly weakeruntil they no longer could
be observed at the critical point itself. Their disappearance seemedto coincide exactly with the coalescenceof
the split spots,suggestingthat the unit cell becameat least
metrically cubic when the diamond glide was introduced
(Fie 7).
Thus, information obtained from electron-diffraction
experimentsis fully consistentwith the results of the previous X-ray work. However, direct electron imaging can
reveal subtletiesnot easily discernedthrough diffraction
techniques (Fig. 8). Pseudomerohedralboundaries grew
increasinglydiffuse as the specimenswere heated,and the
contrast betweenmerohedral twins grew steadily weaker.
At the actual transition, the merohedral twins could not
be imaged at all, but, contrary to our expectations,the
pseudomerohedraltwins still could be identified above
the transition temperature determined from our c/a versus Zplots.
The existenceof the twins above Z. was manifested in
three ways: (l) the Bragg extinction contours were scalloped, with each indentation correspondingto the position of a pseudomerohedraltwin lamella (Figs. 8D and
9A); (2) intensity variations among the two pseudomerohedral twin orientations were evident in bright field imagesobtained at appropriate orientations (Fig. 9A); and
(3) under special diffracting conditions the pseudomerohedral boundaries themselveswere apparent in one micrograph (Fig. 9B). As the temperature was raised approximately 150 "C above the transition, the intensity
variations gradually becameimperceptible and the Bragg
contours smoothed out. Although it was impossible in
these experiments to gaugethe absolute temperaturesof
the specimensthemselves,it is certain from c/a plots such
as that in Figure 6 that the specimenswere well above f .
These results demonstrate that leucite passesthrough
an intermediate phase that must have space group
I4r/acd. The appearanceof a d-glide at the transition temperature is confirmed by the extinction of the ftkO spots
with h or k odd in both our electron diffraction experiments and all previous X-ray diffraction experiments.
That the introduction of the d-glide is not accompanied
by a threefold rotational axis along I I l] is supported by
the persistence of pseudomerohedral twins above the
transition temperature.The threefold axis is the twin element of the pseudomerohedraltwin law; when the pseudomerohedral twins are present, the threefold rotation
must be absent as a symmetry element by the definition
of a twin law. However, the presenceof threefold axes
along I I l] is required by cubic symmetry. Therefore,
even though this intermediate phase appearsto be metrically cubic (i.e., c : ar : ez),it cannot possessa cubic
pornt group or spacegroup.
Explanation of the memory effect. The occurrenceof a
tetragonalintermediate phasemay account for the memory effect of leucite. Like Wyart (1938) and Lee and Peacor (personalcommunication,1983),we noted that when
our foils were cooled below the transition temperature,
the orientations and positions of the pseudomerohedral
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Fig. 6. A plot of the ratio of axial lengthsc/a versusfurnace
temperature.
d is definedasthepointat whichc/a : I .00,about
850"C in this experiment.

twin boundaries were closely preserved (Fig. l0). However, sinceour experimentssuggestthat the pseudomerohedral twins never actually disappeared,the fact that they
returned to their original locations is unsurprising.
It should be noted, however, that at the thin edgesof
the specimensthe twin configuration after quenching bore
no resemblanceto the original one; typically, thesetwins
were extremely fine and multidirectional, giving rise to a
parquet pattern as in Figure I l. The causeof this finescale twinning remains uncertain, but it may be related
to volatilization of K at the thin edge of the foil. On the
other hand, fine twins also have been observedat the thin
edgesof quartz foils after cycling specimensabout the a-0
transition (Heaney and Veblen, in preparation), and this
twinning has been interpreted to result from strain associated with the specimensurfaces.
For reasonsnot fully understood,the merohedral twins
could not be imaged with enough contrast after the experimental runs for decisive comparisons to be made of
boundary positions before and after heating cycles.Consequently, it is not clear whether the merohedral twins
retained a memory of their boundary locations. However,
it was evident from dark-field imagesof a quenchedspecimen treated with additional ion thinning that the average shapesand sizes of the merohedral twins were unchanged.
The existenceof an intermediatephasewith spacegroup
I4r/acd may explain the anomalously high amplitudes of
thermal vibration obtained by Peacor (1968) when he
attempted to refine high leucite using cubic symmetry.
Further, it should be noted that no evidence could be
found for an intermediate modulated structure such as
that observedin quartz(Van Tendelooet al., 1976).Both
merohedral and pseudomerohedraltwin boundaries remained stationary with increasingtemperature,and contrast differencesamong each type of twin grew gradually
less distinct as they approachedtheir separatepoints of
disappearance.
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'C; (C) 993 'C; (D) 1041
Fig. 7. A seriesof senp patterns taken at increasinglyhigher furnace temperatures:(L) 22"C; (B) 659
'C. Split spots can be seento converge, and hk\ spots with h or k odd grow dimmer and disappearin (D) due to the introduction
of the d-glide. A weakenedpair of hk} spots with h or k odd is arrowed in (C).

Further, it remains unresolved whether the l4r/acd
polymorph has a true field of thermodynamic stability;
Our experiments indicate that leucite does not trans- proof of this assertion would require the growth of the
form directly from a structure with spacegroup l4r/a to I4r/acd phase from cubic leucite above the displacive
one with spacegroup la3d; rather,leucite transforms to transition temperature. Unfortunately, our own rEM oba polymorph with space group l4r/acd. Our reu work servations of the subtle features that distinguish the teand the single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments of tragonal from the cubic phaserequired rather specialimPeacor(1968) and Sadanagaand Ozawa (1968) suggest aging conditions (e.g., Fig. 9), and these features were
that the transition from the l4r/a phase to the l4r/acd indistinct at very high temperatures.
phaseis displaciveand second-order.On the other hand,
Nevertheless,we believe that the observedbehavior of
the considerable hysteresis observed about the lower- leucite may be explained by Al/Si order among the tettemperature absorption peak in the DSC experiments of rahedral sites.Though tetrahedral order was not detected
Langeet al. ( 1986) seemsmore consistentwith first-order by Peacor(1968)and Mazzi eI al. (1976),we suggestthat
it is plausible, even likely, that short-rangeorder would
transition behavior.
CoNcr-usroNs
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Fig.8. Aseriesof imagesofthesameareaatincreasingfurnacetemperatures:
(A)22'C; (B)813"C;(C)923 "C; (D) 1041"C.
The specimenin (D) is about 50 "C above I", but scallopingofthe Bragg contours is evident. The fine black particles in (C) and
(D) are tantalum evaporated from the furnace.

be overlooked by X-ray difraction techniques,especially
in light of the complex microtwins that are so pervasive
in leucite. Further, strong support for such order arises
from the t'zelsi
NMR experimentsdescribedearlier (Brown
et al.. 1987:Murdoch et al.. 1988).
Tetrahedral order is not compatible with the symmetry
constraints of the la3d space group, and the diffusion

Fig. 9. Both specimensare about 100'C above the transition
temperature.In (A) the pseudomerohedraltwins are apparentas
bands ofalternating light and dark intensities,and the extinction
contours are scalloped.The pseudomerohedraltwin boundaries
themselvescan be seenin (B).
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Fig. 10. The samearea of a specimenbefore and after heating above 2", with (B) printed backwardsfor simplified comparison.
The pseudomerohedralboundaries have returned close to their original positions. Small discrepanciesin boundary locations are
due to changesin orientation of the specimenfrom warping of the foil during the heating experiment.

coemcientsfor Al and Si in framework silicatesat 1000
oCare below the limits of detectionby conventionalmeans
in dry systems(Freer, l98l). Therefore,in contrast to
Griigel et al. (1984),it seemsimprobablethat rapid disordering of Al and Si at the lower transition temperature
would transform tetragonalleucite to a cubic polymorph.
Instead, the presenceof AllSi order might inhibit a transition to the cubic phase,in much the sameway that the
topochemically triclinic Al/Si ordering schememay prevent the inversion of CI albite to C2/ m monalbite at the
equilibrium analbite-monalbite transition temperature
(Grundy and Brown, 1969; Okamura and Ghose, 1975;
and Prewitt et al., 1976). It appears,then, that during our
experimentskinetic factors would have favored the transformation from the l4r/a phase to the l4r/acd polymorph, even if the I4r/acdpolymorph is metastablewith
respectto cubic leucite.
Nevertheless,our experiments clearly did show that a
leucite phasewith spacegroup l4r/acd can exist. On the
other hand, it remains to be demonstratedthat high leucite actually does attain true cubic symmetry. Some [2elSi
NMR experiments(Murdoch et al., 1988;Stebbins,personal communication) indicate that short-rangeAl/Si order persistswell above the displacive transition temperature: leucite specimenswith local AllSi order that were
annealedfor nearly a week at 1400'C displayedno change
in tetrahedral partitioning. If these results are correct, it
would appearthat either the transition from tetragonalto
cubic leucite occurs at an extremely high temperature or
that high leucite actually is tetragonal, with spacegroup
14r/acd.If high leucite is tetragonal,then the pseudomerohedral twins in leucite should be classified as growth
twins rather than transformation twins. However, the
periodic and polysynthetic quality of the pseudomero-

hedral twins seemsmore consistentwith transformation
than with growth twinning.
The secondabsorptionevent in the experimentsofFaust
(1963)and Langeet al. (1986)remainsenigmatic.It seems
unlikely that it representsan AllSi disordering phenomenon, since even this higher-temperatureabsorption episode occurswith rapid heatingand at relatively low temperatures (about 673 "C in synthetic leucites and from
584 to 633 'C in natural leucitesin the study ofLange et
a1.).We therefore doubt that this secondpeak is related
to an 14,/acd to la3d transformation, as suggestedby
Lange et al. (1986) and Palmer et al. (1988). It also is
questionablewhether this secondpeak correspondsto a
discontinuity in thermal expansion. Like potassium-aluminum leucites,potassium ferrileucites exhibit three distinct stagesof unit-cell expansion;but unlike potassiumaluminum leucites,potassium ferrileucites display only a
single peak on DSC traces. Perhaps the second peak is
related to sudden shifts in alkali cation positions in light
of the dc-conductivity results of Rtischer et al. (1987),
but a rigorous resolution of this and the many other problems involving leucite awaits further experimental work.
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